FRAGMENTS

OF RELATIONS
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We develop, a theory of relations that are constructed by the union and selection operations from fragmeht
rehtions. Algorithms for’inserting and deleting from relations that are compoaec/of pby+l
fragmenb are
diiussed, and we show when such insertions and deletiohs are m&dngful.
We also t&o& how ti find an
access set for a relation, that i+ a set of fragments sufficient to produce the teiation, and y+eapply the test
. to the question of how the fragmentation of relations interacts with a query on thk relation, showing”&& a
sele&ion on the relation can be implemented by retrieving a set of physical fragments that forms an access
‘, &t’fbr another particular relation.
1. introduction

th&ory of fragmente.
One way we diffei from pmious authors concerns
the diijointness +ndiiion
for sel&ionl conditions; we
do not assume that frwenb
(ue disjoint. Further, wq
do not assume that we ‘are represeabijlg onIy a bin&
rel@ion with the fragment+ Rathq?r!. we imagine .&at
a nu&er of dieerent relations, alhqit with the same
scheme, might be defined from the’ fragmenta. We sh#
model a system in which tliere q several .relatti
interacting by conceptuaby “forward’ing? tuples ,to olac
another, rather than .8 $ngle system confrolling the
allocation of tuples to fragmenb.

Mtich has been mad6 of the “vertical” decomposition
.of relations-splitting
8 relation into a ntiber of components by projection, in such a way that the original
r&ion
clin be recovered by joining the ‘components.
Su&“decomp&tiona
me at the he&t of normalization
and ‘reprea&ation
theory. They are used to renimi
r&d&dancy and update anomalies from databases, to
spt?ed query processing, .and as a means of diitributing a database. Vertical decomposition enjoys a Guite
detailed theory.
Less attention has been accorded “horiront$
decomposition--taking
subsets of the tupl+ in a relation through selection and recovering the relation by
a union of the subsets. We shall call these .suhsets’ fragtienti,
although we give the t&m a more
restricted meaning than others. In .the SPD-1 dii
tributed database system’ @*, RG], fragments are the
resqlt of bath vertical and horizontal decompositio+
In’ SDD-1, the predicates used to define the fragments
a& <luite &mile.
Ceri and Pelagatti [CP], Dayal and
Bernstein ‘[DB] and Epstein, Stonebraker and Wong
@SW] have also exirniined fragments defined by more
complex piedicates than those in’ SDD-1.
Thus, while the theory <$f vertical decomposition,
built ,from the projection ‘and join operators, is quite
gene&l; in the sense that projections onto arbitrary
seti of the original scheme are permitted, the analogize
theory of h&c&al
decomposition, based on selection
and union, has not been developed in great generality.
It is the purpose of this paper to develop such a geueral
t Work pprtlally supported by NSF grant IST-79-1828a. Part of

2. The Model
The scenario we envisioncis a set of physical relabions
over a single reIation ‘whdme, perhaps geographic&y
separated, 8nd a set of virtual relati&s de&red by
selection and union from physlc3 +&a&ma and &her
virtual r.elations. Virtual relations may be views, or
they may be relations defined as “tempor&uies” in a
complicated expression. From this paid we call &I1 of
.theac relations fragmenb, even though irolRe fragmenta
are entire relations of interest, and ‘there might be no
single relation. of which all fragments are part; We
illustrate stich a situation with the foliowhig araZnpk.
The fragmedts are dellned over the klation &he&’
R = { DATl.3, CITY, ADDR,, OWNER, &ON?
DAMAGES, INSURER}
The fragmenb contain information about structural fires in Califo.rnia. For this example, tuples over
R will be called ‘%res.” There are three physical fragments over R: sf, la and arson. The fragmenta eEand la
reside in San Francisco and Los Angeles, mspectively,
and may contiin fires for any &y in the state, except
that ‘al San Francisco fires must be in Sronly and,,all Lob
Angclcs fi& mtit be 41 la only. $he &on frtagment ia
n$nt+ained in Sacramento, and co&&ins $18~
t that
are arsons (ARSON = gee*). All Rree f&n 8f and 13
that are arsoi~s must ah+o b in arson. All a&n fires
that took place in San Fran+sco or &os Angel
must
also bc in sf or la, resp&ively.
There are also three

thll work was performed at SUNY, Stony Brook.
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virtual

restrict the set of states on the fragmentation scheme.
We shall not give a specific language to express these
predicates. Rather, we assume that the language is
based upon the language used to express the conditions
on selections in the database system at hand. We make
some requirements for legal predicates:
1. Predicates have only a single free variable, which
is a tuple variable over scheme R.
2. The value of a predicate on a tuple depends only
on that tuple and not on the contenti o! v,fragments. That is, the predicate can be evaluated by
examining the tuple in isolation.
3. The set is closed under Uand” (A) and yor” (V).
4. Implication o$ predicates is decidable. That is, m
can de&t if P =+ Q is a tautology, where P snd
Q are predicates.
For predicate P and tuple t, P(t) denotes; the v&e
of P on t. We also use fragment namea to den*
predicates that represent memb@dp in the fragment.
a stab? th+
That is, if F is a fragment name’s@
Ff(t), or F(t) where f is understood, is true exactly
when t E f(F).
We now detail the collections of predicates Q aa4
P. For each fragment pame F in 3, there is restriction
predicate QF k, Q.t QF l&its the &t bf tuples ,th#;
may. appear in the F-fragment of a state. 4 at+ f
satisfies QF if F,(t) + QF(t) for all tuples t. h the
fires example, thg sf fragment could have the pdxjcti+
predicate t(CITY)# ULos Angeles” and the s~?pqpbragme& could have the restriction predicate t(i$RSO~?)=,
“yes.” WC reiterate that the predicates in Q need, npt be
mutually disjoint. Neither does some restriction $icate need to be ‘true fez every possible ttipk over 8.
There may be tuples that are not permitted 4 spy
fragment. When the, set F of fragment names ,$’ .ik
F,, }, we’khail.abbreviate
Q& t+ &iv FOG
{Fd’z,...,
each pair of fragment names’ F and G in 3;’ WC.may‘
have, but are not required to have, a transfer pre&
cate from F to G, PFC, in P.# PFD indicates wbieh,
tuple;l’ in the F-fragment of a state must also,be id &e
G-fragment. State f satisfies PF~ 2, for all tuples t,* ,

fragments:

costly: contains all fires t from sf or la
where t(DAh4ACES) > $10,009
notable: contains all fires t from costly where
t(DAMAGES) > $190,099 and all fires t from
arson where, t(DATE) > 1 Jan 1989
recent: contains all fires t from sf or Ia
where t(DATE) > 1 Jan 1981
We note certain behavior& that result from the
definition and restrictions on these six fragments. An
insertion into sf may require an insertion into, arson,
and an insertion to arson may require an insertion inti
la, but these requirements never hold ’ at once. An
insertion into sf never causes an insertion into arson
that ‘in turn’ causes an insktion into la. If we want
to’ process “a query on the fragkent recent, and the
condition ’ t(CITY) = “San Fiancisco” is specified, we
do not have to access the la fragment to construct
the poition of recetint needed to process khe query.
Finally, if wii want to query notable fdr all fires where
t(CITY) =’ 5an Franciscb” and t(ARSON?) = “yes”
add t(INSURER) = “United Insurance,” we have a
choice of ‘either accessing ar&m or sf to get the required
portion of notable. The choice is important, sin& one
or the other of these physical fragments may be at the
site where the query was posed.
We now present a forma&m to model situations
such as the fir9 fragments.. The model will let us deduce
automatically the kinds of behaviors illustrated above,
as,well as give us a means to &fine updates on virtual
fragments. We.shall not dieting&h
physical and virtual fragments Tor the moment; the distinction will be
made after some initial .deEnitions.. In usual relational
notation, relations in a database -can be distinguished
by their schemes. The relation scheme can thus serve
to name relations. Here, however, all relatioins, or fragments, have the same scheme, so we need to incorporate
nam for fragments into the scheme. A fragmeutdon
scheme S is a quadruple (R;3, Q, P) where
1. R is a set of attributes, that is, the relation scheme
for all fragments,
is the set of fragments
2. 3 = {Fd’s,...,Fn)

fb

F(t)

3.

Q is the set of restriction

P is the Set of transfer predicates. Q and P will

*

G(t)

For instance, in the fires example, the transfer predicati
from sf’ to arson could be t(ARSON?)=“yes.”
When ‘3,
Fn }, we use P<j interchangeably ivitb
is {Fl,F2,...,

names,
4.

A PFG(t)

predicates, and

PFiFj-

be explained in detail later.
scheme S is a mapA state f for frkmentation
ping from 3 to finite relatiqns over scheme R. For
F E 3, the F-fragment under state f ia f(F). Whtiy
f is undirstood, we shall use “fragment F” for fragment under state’ f.” When discussing fragmentation schcmcs, frequently WC shall use ‘fragment” for
fragment name. The diitinction
should be made clear
by context.
The predicates used in Q and P are necessary to

We have a diagrammatic means to.depict a frogWe give a
mentation scheme S = (R, 3, Q,P).
directed graph where nqdes represent fragment namea
and associated restriction predicates &d edges VP
sent transfer predicates. Nodes are labeled inside by a
fragment name and outside by a restriction predicate:
t Strictly s&king,
Q in a mapping that associatesQp: with P
for each F,in 7.
$ Again, strictly speaking, P is a partial mapping from 3 X 3
to predicates.
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A fragmentation

true

scheme

.S=(R,{Fl,Fa,...,F,),Q,P)

t(A) < m

is well-formed if Pii =+ Qi I\ Qj for 1 5 i, j < n.
We assume alI fragmentation schemes henceforth are
well-formed. For shorthand, we allow Pij to stand for
fij A Qi A Qj. For example,
t(A) = w

Qt

Qi

t(B) = 1

represents

Qi
Qi AQj

Fig. 1

--.----.e._-

QF

It is aliitly
easier to see that the &at diagrsm requires
fragment FZ to be a subset of fragment Fj.

QG

8. Physical
A portion of the graph for the fires example is
t(aTy)ip-

and Virtual

t(ARSON?)=+eu”

9 = {G1,Go,..&.)
For fragmentation scheme S = (R, 3, Q, P), a
state f for S is legal if it satisfies Q and P. For the
frsgmentation scheme in Fig. 1, where R = { A,B},
the state f where

f(Fl) =2

is ‘legal.

i(h),

f(Fa )=A

f(Fd =.+$

,

We =Ume Qrcemt,Qeoatll=d Q&me =e the “osJ@

B

of the respective incoming transfer predicates, and do
not show these predicates.
Thii model of fragmentation seems quite powerful
because of the variety of situations it can describe. For
example, in addition to the complex intera&i&is among,
relations illustrated in the fires example, it can beused
to describe the special case where one fragment is the
disjoint union of several fragments, as follows. If virtual
fragment FI is to be the disjoint union of physicaI
fragments Fz, Fa and Fd, then Qs, Qs, and Qd must be
mutually disjoint predicates, QtvQ,vQ4
= 81, Pit Qi, and Pi* = Qr, for 2 5’3.5 4. A fragment F can
be made a “universal” fragmentthat
is, F eontabis aII
the tuples from every fragmeneby
letting Qr ==trne
and PDF = QG for every other fragment G. (Actually,
we shall see that the transfer predicates only need to
come from the physical fragments.)
The state of a fragmentation system

g(Fn) =

and &‘a) is

+-t-F
1 I 3

is not legal, both because the transfer predicate &s requires tuple <2,2> to be in fragment Fa, and because
Qs is false on x1,3>.
Some fragmentation schemes only have trivial legal
states. The only legal state for
tJ?K!

E 7

is the set of pbysih fragments. The fragments In
3 - $ art. virtual hgmenb.
In diagrams, physical
fragments will be circles and virtuaI Lagmends wiil he
in FIigi’2.
squares. The 3res example is diagram&d
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The state g where g(Fl) = f(Fl),

Fmgmenta

We shall now distinguish between those fragments t&a&;,
are actually stored and those that are constructed from
stored fragments. We extend a fragmentation scheme
S to be quintuple (R, 3, 9, Q, P) where

’

+U?BON?)=-“yea”

hd=w

Qj

false

is f. where f(F) = 0 and f(G) = 0. Notice aIso that
there is no need for Pij to be less restrictive than Qt.
Formally, if Pij does not imply Qi, then Pii C= be
replaced by Pij A Qi with no effect on the set of legal
states. If Pij is less restrictive than Qj, we may have
an inconsistency, where a tuple is implied by Pij to be
in Fj, and implied by Qj not to be in Fj., We shall
avoid such inconsistencies by requiring that Pij =S Qj.

S = (R,W,Q,P)
depends on values for the physicgal fragments. A pbyuicd state g for S is a mapping. from .$ to relation8 over
R. What we before called a state we shalI n6w call
complete state. Complete state f eMends physical state
g if f and g agree on $. ‘Physical state g corresponds
to complete state f if g is the restriction of f to $j.

a
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A<B

B>6

A=3vB=4

ARSON?)
=“yesm

B=3

1-1

t(DAMAGES)>

/

true

true

A>6
Fig.2
Physical state g is feasible if there is a legal complete
state f that extends g. consider the fragmentation
scheme d&rammed in Fii. 3, where R = {A, B ). In
the diagram, A and B abbreviate t(A) and t(B). The
physical state g where

Fii.4
Fig., 4, any physical state g satisfying QJ and 9; is
feasible. Any extension of f where g(Fs) U g(Fa) C
f(Fl) = f(Fs) ia legal (as are many others). We take
the minimum, legal extension as the complete state a
physical state represents. We must show such a mi+
mum extension always exists.

is feasible, because it can be extended to the legal complete state / where
f(h)
.’

= A B
22
t 33

If f and f’ are complete state8 for fragmentation
scheme S, then f II f’ is the complete state for S
defined by [f fl f”j(F) = f(F) n f’(F). .The following
is straightforward.

Note that <7, 3> is not in g(Fp), -becausethe transfer
predicate “B = 3" from F, to Fc is really short ‘for

“B=31\(A=3vB=4).”

.B=4

B=3

Howeverif,
g(F4)=A

Lemma 1: If f and f’ are les;al complete states kor
fragmentation scheme S that extend. a physical state g
for S, then f rl f’ is a legal extension of g. For example,
let S be the scheme in Fig: 4 and let g be the physical
state where

B
22
44
t7 3

then g is not feasible, since any extension f would have
~3, 3> in f(Fs) because of 91, and then <3, 3>
would have to be in f(F4) because
of Pad.

g(F8)=A
t

.We want a physical &ate te represent a unique
complete state. However, a feasible physical state may
have many legal extensions. In the scheme shown in

B

a&I

33
1‘ 3

The complete etates f and f’ where
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are both legal extensions of g. Hence 80 ia f
ha8

[f n fl(fi) = [f n f’](h) =A

n f’,

supporting the fragmentation scheme. Surely a %est?
access Bet depends on the allocation of physical, frag.
ments to proceaaom, the point. at which the fragment*
is being constructed, the communication cost8 between
procesaom, and how fast &edicates can be evaluated ;hn
each processor. Our model doe8 not incorporate any of
these factors. We 8imply assume there is some way of
evalbating the desirability of different access set+ and
chcentrate on determining when a set 4 E’ $ ia an
acceea set for a g&n fragment.
To help us with .&his priblem we ‘define what is &
,8e&ially a transitive ,cloeure. Oz a set Of tr+nsfw ‘pre&
cate8. 1 Iiet S = (R, T,$, Q, P) bq + fragmentation
scheme where F = ( FI, Fg, . . . , Fs }. T& tranafex
matrix C for S is an n X n matrix of predi&tea. ‘The
i-jentryofC,C**
v, ia the weak-t predicate such‘that
Fi(t) I\ C&t) + Fj(t) for all leigal tiplete
states of
S. The transfer matrix tells ua diiectly bhlch tuplea in
a fragment F must &so be ti.0 fragment G in a legal
atate. Transfer mat+8
wilI alao let UI define insertione
,and deletions on virtual fragmente and help to optimixe
queries. For example, in Fig. 3, Cl4 ia A = l3, Cl%,,is
A = B = 3 and (241 ia f&e. We ‘give a con&&titi
definition of C. We shall Bo(Iume the transfer predicate
Pii exists for all 1 < i, j 5 R, ,Let Pii = Qi a~$ @.
Pij=f*‘if
it ia not mlicitly
mentioned in, P. Let
a patb from fragment ‘&I to lhgm&
Fir be aq ae:
quence of fragment names Frt, Fir,. . . , Fib. The label
of such a path p ia gi&&

which

.B
1

3
t 7 4
Lemma 1 soya we can define the miniium
legal
extensiob of a feasible physical atate g aa the legal complete state f such- thpt for any other legal extension f ‘,
f(F) E f‘(F) for all fragment names F. Let 3 denote
the miniium legal extension of a feasible physical atate
g. There is a (conceptually) simple aJgorithm to determine if a physical state g is feasible, and if 8o, to find
3. We initialize 4 ao that &(G) = g(G) for G E 3 and
a(F) = 0 for % E 7 - 9. Considering all pairs of fragme&p. F and F’, we add to #(F’) all tuplea t auch that
t E a(F) and Ppp(t) ia tmk. ,If at any point we ada
new tuple to a physical fragment G, we know g ia not
feasible. Otherwise, we keep uxusidering pairs of frag&e&e until no ch&ge8 can be made, at which point 6
has the correct’ value.
Theordm
1: The ahove algdrithm correctly computes
a.
Pro.ofr An easy induction on the number of tuple8
sdded &I relations shows that each must be pre&t.id
any extension of g. Since nothing ehse is added to any
relation, the result must be minimal. If we try to add a
tuple to a phpsical relatlion, then it too must be there,
since if it is not, there can be no l&gal exkndon of g.
4. The

Complete

Tlhmrfer

The label of a path from F to q is esaenti& .t&
tr&sfer predicate frpm F to G along+tbat path. The
cost from Fi to Fj ia the @unction of allthe labels +
paths from Fi to Fj,
4
s-path

Matrix

4

from, pi to Fj

We can compute 3 given a feasible phy8ical state g. It
doea not tus+ likely that circumstance would demand
that all of 5 be L~mputed at once. It seem8 more
likely that a particular query On a fragme#ed database
Would only be interested in b(F) for a single fragment
F. We,would lie to optimize the calculation of g(F).
Especially, WCwould lie to know when-we could get by
with c&ulting
less than all of the phy&al fragment8
to determine the value of a(F). ‘Given fragmentation
scheme’ S = (R, 3‘, 9, Q, P) and fragment name F in
7, an access set A for F is a subset of 9 such that N(F)
can alwaya be found using a i&d computation on the
fragmente g(G) for G in A.
Obvio&ly, { G.} is always an accem for any-physical fragment G, although accuw sets,for G not including
G could exist. We are more interested in a&es8 set8 for
virtual fragments. We shall not attempt to characterize
a %e& acce86 set for a fragment, since our model
doe8 not deal with the actual configuration of hardware

It is the c-o& from Fi to Fj that is- the Cij entry of the
transfer matrix for S.
Theorem
2: Cq, compufed a8 ab&e is the wea!ceat,
iiedicate C fbr which F<(~)‘.A;C(t) implied Fj(t)s
Proof: It is easy to check,that 6ach I+, ,wd therefort!
the diejunction of the L,‘8, aati8fiea the desired condition, F{(t) A Ct,(t) =$ Fj(t)s
Conversely,’ 8upp6se there is a C &tiafymg Fi A
C =+ Fj, yet there is a tuple t for which C(t) is tiue,
while Cij(t) ia false. St& with a 8btt? h in which Fi
contains t, and all &her virtual and physical fragmenb
are empty. Extend h by inserting tuples into whatever
fragments we must, using the me algorithm that we
use to extend physical 8tatee to ,eomplete states. &ice
C(t) and F<(t) are hot! true, Fj(qmuat be true in the
extension of state h. F,ollowing the extetion algorithm,
we see that there must be some path from Fi to Fj that
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forcea the presence of t in Fj.. For this path p, L,,(t)
holds, 80 Cij(t) holds. The set of permissible predicates
is a cloecd aemiring in the sense of [AIIU], where v is
addition, A is multiplication,
false is the additive identity and true is the multiplicative
identity. There is in
[AHU] a general algorithm for computing pairwise coats
in a diiaph,
where the edges are labeled by elements
from a closed aemiring. Suitable choicea for the aemiring yield algorithms for computing a regular e&aaion
from a ilnite automation, the transitive closure of a
digraph, and shortest patha in a network. Using our
semi&g bf dredicates; we getan algorithm fdi computing the entries in a traturfer matrix. Thll8pecialitiiition
of the algorithm follows; it uses auxilii
predicatevalned’variablea { Cfj 1 1 < 'i, j < n, 0 < k 5 n ).
for i := 1 to n do C$i := P&;
for k := ltondo
foralIl<i,j<ndo
c,:, := c;$$ V (cf,-’ A (c;;‘)*
fooral<i,j5ndo
ccf :=. cg;
The

l

Fii. 5
“I._ -.-c--..i -__
only if some path transfers them there from a physical
fragment.
I The above equation can be interpreted in relational
algebra aa

#(Fj) =

6. Insertion

A c&‘)

here ia the cloqure operator,’ de&red aw

Clearly P* = P in this semiring. It turns out that
Cf, ia alway P&i, which in Qk, So that’ innermost
amignment statement cau be repl&ced by
:= @,,-’ V cfcr

A i&r\

c&’

.Intuitively,
thii simplification meana that we need not
conaider transfer predicates along ?patb that cross
themselveci. The label for such a path ;ia always rmbsumed by the label of the corresponding path without
the cycle. We note a few’ properties’ of, the transfer
matrix and ita computation.
Theorem
2: If the fragmentation
system ia wellformed, i.e., Pij =+ Qi A Qj for all i and j, then the
transfer matrix will be well-formed.
That is, Cij +
Qd /\ Qj for, all i and j.
Proof:
This observation ie easily proved inductively
with the hypothesis CT& =) .Qi A.&j.
The transfer
matrix can be used to check feasib$$ .of a physical
~tatc g. Testing Fi(t) A Cij(t) + Fj(t) for all pairs of
physical fragmente Fd and iPj) suillce~.
TheoreA
4: The value of a virtual fragment Fj under
complete state 6 can be exprqsed with the transfer
matrix by

Fj(t) = ‘V F;(t) A &(t)
SE.9
Proof:
Theorem 2 tells ua we do not
much on the right side, since Gij is the
sible transfer predicate. Theorem 1 tells
side ia not too little, since tu&a belong

and Deletfon

‘c I:’

,

The principle we espouse for defining insertiona and
deletions to fragmentis ia that a request to up&te ‘&
f
ment a(F) implies what&r
ch<anges ee nec&a$
to
transform
it
to
a
feasible
&&al
state Ir, ‘whp
#
6(F) reflects the desired”change.. ’ ’
Insertion of ‘a tuple t in& a physical fragment ‘G 6
fairly simple to describe. Tuple t‘ C added to G and to
any other physical fragment H such’that C&(t)=‘true.
(Hire we are,uSing C#f-Fj for Cij.)’ Insertion into 6 &
tual fragment cannot be defined in the same manner;
since there 9. no guarantee that, the 4apge in the v&y
tual fragment will cause any change in the corraep&ing physical state. For ew+mpl+in Fig. 5, inserting the
tuple <4, 4> into virtual fragment a necea+atu,.~
change in the. physical &ate, hence the tuple will not ,JIHJ
present w4en F @ next constructed from the phy+tI
fragments.
Another problem is that a tuple t inserted into
some virtual fragment F play also be transferred to
physic&’ fr,agment C beCause C&t)=true,
but may
So the tuple ‘;j not transferred
have C&(t)=f&,
back when F is cotitructed
from the ‘physical’~&tat&
To insert tuple t into ,a virtual fragment F, &y..c’i&
want, such an inbertion to haJe yk effect, we mu&%
place the tuple in some’ shysicirl, fragment G such that
C&(t)=true. “Thus insertion of tuple t into fragmc&
F has two &ei$ po&bly.
1. First, t is added to every physical fr&&t
G
where wCFo=trbe. Say the+ iniiertiona .eause the
physical state to change from g to h.
2. If A(F) ‘doea not contain t:‘:theq t in insert&l into
some physical fragment G where &F(t)
*true
The insertion into G also” e&&updates
in’ phyaical fragments to’.which G must transfer t.
i
This two+ep procedure has the desired effect on F
while preserving legality of complete states. II?yever,
there may be no such G into. which to insert t. We

p* =f&eVPV(~PAP)V(PAPAP)V--

cij

u b&&(Fi))
REfi

compute too
weakeat pot
us the right
in Fj if and
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define a virtual

fragment F aa ,hsertabfe if
QF(t)

*

v
aa

we assume that for the sorts of transfer functions encountered in practice, recognizing &autologies will not
be too difficult, then the entire algorithm will run in an
acceptable length of time. In the most general casgs, *
we cannot even decide tautologies, so we cannot assert
a theorem guaranteeing performance of the algorithm.

&F(t)

That is, in any complete state, any tuple that can
legally belong to fragment F can be placed in some
physicaEfragment that will transfer the tuple to F. All
physical fragments G are by definition insertable, since
&Xl = PGG = QG. Note that a virtual fragment F
can always be made insertable by strengthening QF.
Although the nondeterministic nature of the insertion algorithm at step (2) may seem undesirable, it does
give leeway for ,optimiring insertion requests. Going
back to the Sres example, an insertion into recent for a
fire in San Jose can be carried out on sf or la, depending
on the site of the update request. However, it is pas
sible to test if there & everbe any choice in updating
8 given virtual fragment. We de2ne a virtual fragment

Querying
6.
Selection

*

v
ca

CFG(t)

Construction

and

An important use for the concepts we have developed
is in optimiration
of queries about virtual frsgmenb.
Our transfer predicates generalise disjoint unions, and
in efbct allow us to create a generalized union operator.
for an extended relational algebra. In particular, S
tions on virtual fragments can be integrated with the
notation already develope& allowing us‘to implement
such selections by a miriiial’set
of retrievals on nhy&cal relations.
In the simplest case of querying a virtual fragment,
where we want the entire fragment, we need to construct the fragment .from the physical state. As we
have noted, an access set for a virtual fragment can
be smaller than the’ set of ail physical fragments, We
examine here how to test ‘whether a set A of physical
fragments is actually an access set for a virtual fragment F. In the more complicated case where a query
involves a selection from a virtual fragment, we could
construct the entire fragment and then do the selection.
However, prior examination of the selection predicate
may allow us to use a partial construction (one that
does not access all physical fragmente in an access set)
of a virtual fragment to be used to evahate
the selection query. We show that determining which physical
fragments will sufhce’for a given selection reduces to
the problem of testing for an access set.
Given a feasible physical state 8, we have seen that
for a virtual fragment F, i(F) is formed by taking all
the tuples in each physical fragment G that satisfy the
complete transfer predicate CCF. However, if we know
for some physical fragment R E 5 that. any tuple that
H transfers to F is also present in some other physical.
fragment that will transfer the tupie to F, then 27 need
not be accessed to construct a(F).. More formally, we’
have the following.

F to be deterministic if
QF(t)

F’ragmentw

h CGF(t)
8.

That is, any tuple t that can belong to F must be
transferred to some physical fragment G that transfers

tbacktoF.
Deletion can be defined uniformly for all fragmen& A request to delete tuple t from fragment F
causes t to be removed from any physical fragment’ G
where CGF(t)=tNe.
Such a transformation
has the
required effqct on F while preserving legality of the
complete state. However, we have no guarantee that
inserting tuple t into fragment F and deleting tuple t
from fragment F are necessarily inverses ss far as the
physical state of the database is concerned. We define a
fragment F to be faithful if for every physical fragment
G, Cpc(t) + &p(t).
That is, if insertion of tuple t
iuto F necessitates insertion of t into G, then deletion
oft from F will result in the deletion of t from G.
We can summarire the above points in the following three theorems, each of which is a straightforward
application of definitions.
Theorem St Insertion of an arbitrary tuple t satisfying
Qp into virtual fragment F can be effected by insertion
into one or more physical fragments if and only if F is
insertable.
Theorem
6: Let F be an insertable fragment. Then
our proposed insertion algorithm never causes us to
choose an extra physical fragment into which t is inserted at step (2) if and only if F is deterministic.

Lemma 4: Let S = ‘(R, 7, 5, Q, P) he a fragmentation scheme’ where 7 = { FI, Ft, . . . , F,, }, and
let C =. [CiJ be the complete transfer matrix for S.
Let F be a virtual fragment with an access set A =

{G,Hl,H3

,..., I&}E‘$.A’=A-{G}isanacceae

setforFifandonlyif

Theorem 7: If fragment F is faithful, then insertions
and deletions from F are inverse operations on the

Cdt)=)v

CGH(t)

A (&F(t)

HEA’

state.

Note that our algorithm for constructing the C&s
gives us an efficient test for each of these properties,
modulo the efficiency of tautology testing. That is, if

Prmofr If the above is not satisfied for some tuple t,
then we can place t in G and F, yet not have t appear in
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Ceri and G. Pelagatti.
“correctMss
PPI ofS. execution
strategies of read-only transac-

Hk that forces t to be in F. Therefore,
any of III,...,
we shall not be ab!e to deduce from A’ the presence of

tions in distributed databases.” Institute
Elettrotecnica
ed Elettronica Politecnico
Milan0 internal report 80-16.

t in F.
To test whether a set A C 9 is an access set
for a virtual fragment F, start with 9 and eliminate
fragments in 5 - A one at a time. If each fragment
removed satisfies the condition of Lemma 4 with respect
to the remaining fragments, then A is au accesaset for

PI

A.
We are now prepared to apply the above observation to the ‘problem of optimizing queries involving
selection on a virtual fragment. We can view the result
of a selection on a virtual fragment as another virtual
fragment. If we want es(F) for virtual, fragment F,
where’s is the selection predicate, we can imagine a new
virtual fragment F’ in the fragmentation scheme. We
let QF~’ = true and add the transfer predicate Pppt =
S A QF, as shown below.
rest
of scheme

SAQF
F

M. Stonebralcer ‘and E. W&g.
query processing in a relational
database system.* Proc. 1978ACM-@2UOD
International Conf. on Management of D*
May-June 1978, pages 169-180.

true

F’

Quertionr

Our model cannot express qualifications such ss “Every
tuple in fragment F must be in fragment Gr or in fragment Gs.” Another qualification that cannot be expressed is “Fragments Fi and F2 are always disjoint,”
unless that condition happens to follow from the restriction predicates for FI and Fz. Are there simple extensions of the model that will allow such qualifications
and still yield simple algorithms for insertion and deletion into virtual fragments, commutativity
of yunionn
with selection, and the other useful properties?
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